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^followiag la the translation of an article 
%S8  21« Al©]£sars.äPöT iö ?raäy__Jtr^rt|^.h©skogo 
i totarktlehesköK.ö Naucanö^öslidoirätel^ skogo 
iXstÄuta •»** Vbproaytflai' pög^anicbnogo slova 
atmosfepy %r Arktik®   (Trans*  of th.# Arctic 
and Antarctic  Scientific He search Institute 
*•-» Pro'blerjjs of the Physical Boundary Layer 
of the Atmosphäre in the Arctic Regions^ 
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omlrifttlon of tM turbulenoe coefficient for ; 
<MB base  surface on the basis of these > 
>© other hand» Is beset with substantial dif« ; 
:oce the methods of determining the turbuleiiße'; 
iaoui •resorting to the niserous assumptions \ 
,boTe»s.€iB.tlonecl aa@tb.ods are based»  are of 1 
;terest«. It should bs noted that the methods I 
to determine tte turbutcmoe coefficient which! 

■unt the vertical distribution oi emanation j 
produots /2j 10/ and. the ion concentration j 
x\Ck ii.i.i<sö,t ionlKiiticii sourtj© /It/,»  as well i 
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s complexity of tfte sampling, prooeaur© and tiie anaiys., 
eam.pl.ee«    AB to the observation« of a  smoke cloud/ 



substantial errors occur In determining initial data. 
Moreover, In the expansion of a smoke cloud» which is a 
turbid medium, the actual turbulence pattern is distorted 
owing to radiation absorption by the smoke particles« 

Progress achieved in studying ana applying radio- 
active isotopes, as well as the present, re fined"" technique 
of measuring Ionising radiation, permits determination of 
the turbulent diffusion coefficient on the basis of the 
concentration of a passively transferred substance 
measured with, the use of tagged atoms, ' • 

Such, a method of determining concentration has 
many advantages namelyj 

1. Sampling and analysis of air Is no longer 
necessary« 

2* Initial data are determined with, greater 
exactness. 

3. Continuous measurement of concentration at 'given 
points in a radioactive cloud is provided for. 

4, At small concentrations of radioactive impurity, 
a practically transparent cloud forms which does not absorb 
radiation and thus does not disturb the character of dif- 
fusion» 

In the present work, we attempt to demonstrate : 
that it is possible- to measure the concentration of a : 
passively transmitted substance tagged by radioactive' ' : 
atomsr by means of gaa-diseharg® counters«, j 

We know that the association between töe radioactive! 
nuclei q.| and 0g: in^two objeots under investigation, and  '; 

the number of the )#-particles or V" »photons counted /12/*! 
is expressed by the relation ' 

.?i 

0) 
provided that the following conditions are satisfied« 

1» The radiations of the radioactive isotopes in 
the two objects under1 comparison possess the B&:SB 
P  »particle energy spectrum or the same« magnitudes of 
V"energy quanta»       p 

2» The numbers of p  -particles or ]f" «quanta 
emitted in the disintegration of the same number of nuclei 
in the two objects are equal« 

3* The geometrical dimensions of the objects under 
comparison are the same« 

4* The radioactive- nuclei in the objects under 
comparison are distributed uniformly or similarly. 

5»  The locations of the objects under comparison 
relative to the counters are the same,. 

If the above conditions for a radioactive cloud 



} under investigation are satisfied, It Is possible to 
I observe the concentration of the radioactive impurity as 
lit varies under.the influence of -turbulent diffusion, as 
| the number of /? -particles registered at several points» 
| Then, if we possess the data based on the diagrams" of S, 
| S. tjapin /9/ on  the distribution of radioactive inrouritv 
concentrations, it is possible to determine th© coefficient 
of turbulent diffusion« 

It is possible to realize the above conditions if 
the radioactive cloud contains one ieotoce that emits 

ß «particles only, and if the cloud is' Introduced into 
the air in the fora of an aero.sol consisting of particles 
of less than one micron In diameter* • fha dimensions öf 
th8(joioacl should exceed the maximum path' 1 engt a  of the 

0 «particles. Thus the counters placed witlaia a %iren 
cloud will register the  ^-p&rtleles from equal "counter 
volume a" whose locations relative to the counters' ar© the 
same. By "counter voluae" we mean the volume of a sphere . 
whos© radius is equal to the sum of the maximum path length) 
of the p  -»particles of a given radioactive cloud, and ~" i 
tne radius of the working volume of a spherical eounter*  | 

Since the radioactive decay of different substances j 
is accompanied by different tyr>es of emission, the choice { 

] of a radioactive traoer is of 'great significance,        ! 
jEvidently, the tracer »elected must satisfy the follow-   1 
ling requir-amentsu ' \ 
I.,     • « It should develop smoke, ; 
I      2. In  developing smoke, it should produce a cloud of! 
jradioactive smoke consisting of pariiotös' of loss ttian on© i 
[micron in  diameter, whioh form a stable aerosol* ] 

!      3* Its half life should be such as to eliminate    I 
»any appreciable variation of actlvltv durino; the reoutre- ' 
merits« "" " ; 

4« Ther© should foe no chemical reaction between the ! 

tracer ant the medium which might affect the composition ' 
03*  «he cloud.« " | 

5»  Ihe tracer should not accumulate in liviatc i 

6. Its ioniz&tion density in biological tissues j 
should be small,, ; 

7. Its radiation should. 
gas«-discharge counters» 

At presets we Know of about 40 isotopes that 
**   -radiation only;  however,  onlv a few 

ttiese isotope© xoors or less  satisfy our other require« 
mentis«     One  such isotope is phosph.orus-32» which we" 
chose as our tracer« 

Let us now exaiüine' the problem of whether the 

measurable with ordinary 

decay jlelälns, 



concentration of a radioactive cloud can be measured 
by means of gas-discharge counters.  Suppose v?e have a 
radioactive cloud that expands from a point source in the 
direction of-the wind. At a, certain distance x  from the 
source, we hairs* a radiation counter which,.Ie a sphere of 
radius x«0 and crocs section ^count^y^^

2^*  The" concen- 
tration of the radioactive cloud within-the limits of the 
counter volume $f a given counter» is considered constant« 

Let as denote the mean concentration of the radio- 
active nuclei within the counter volume by q» and the 
number of , ß »particles corresponding to the given 
concentration and emitted per unit times, by iiT« 
Actually. o a function of x, yf  z» k{ K 

'y 7, 
however, since the dependence of n    on y, zt  k,.,, k 

Q 

and n 

and n diminishes with Increasing x when xjaitlal •*■& 
sufficiently large» we will consider n0 constant» 

The variation of n0 with time may be neglected.,, 
since the variation of activity ß.ne  to radioactive decay 
during the experiment ig infinitesimal» in this ca,sss 
the flow: of ß  »particles from the elementary roliim® ähr 
within the solid aagle 2 if is expressed as follows! ""*" 

where 
tfiVjj a» «eefe8 C2>: 

«i^iS %d§&fdr. 

\ is. order that one /•-' -particle be registered by a 
j counter, it is sufficient that its path, cross or term!» 
I nate in the counter's sensitiYe volume /8/\ Hencef the 
counter registers only that part of the flov equal to 

4sf' (3)' 

/..P I where 4) =Sft/_.m+_v/'r
4L' is the solid an^le at which the 

j sensitive volume of the courter may be seen from th© 
| elementary .volume dv (r being the distance of this 
| elementary volisise frois the counter)« 

If we allow for the attenuation of radiation in the 
medium and at the walls of the counter, the expression 
(3) will take the form   "; 

*fe;#»SS 

wber© ^«.fi-, is the mass absorption coefficient (em2/g) 

4 



B31& d*counter + dW * d*   fcaput = «* 
is the total thickness of the absorbing layers; 
in this case,  d'oounter */>couater d counter is the 

thickness of the counter walls in g/omßi 
^'air = y^eouriter r ia t~® tMoiaiegs of the air layer1 in 

^iarour =!'>^4mpu*t r is toe *bicJa108* of the layer of the 
radioaotiv© Impurity in g/eis » 

-.Pie aerosol density fJ±wnm, is usually much lower 
'than %h& &±T density  (for- ex&aipl©, the mean ©ffeetive 

■density of an aerosol consisting of ghosohorlo aelda fSf 
is equal to/%_  ,w « OjStXIO^ g/W).     Hönoo,  the last 
item in the exponent of equation  (4) may be neglected* 
If we express &'  ^^      ^-t,0mß Qf th® equivalent thick- 
ness of the air layer, ander the condition that /^eoimt©r 
dcounter a /air d air* tfe,sn  ^ takes the following form: 

. ^«-ilÄ-^^^rfp. ■ ^ CB>j 

Integrating the expressions (2}'and (5) with resuect to 
r, $ and &?  * within %m  limit» of rQ to Rf o toirjf/2, 
and o to*T!% respectively, we obtain the total number 
of ß  »particles emitted, from the sphere with radius R$   . 
as ' 

; tfa» -f*»<* ~ '•P.    "      rev"' 

|as well as the number of p«particles that should actually 
reach, the  wor&ing rolnme  of the counter as a result of 
|absorption and att@nmatiöa by the medium» 

«* W>  i j. (7) j 

Introducing the correction fox» the counter "dead 
time" /€/  Ksa/1 - n't , vhereT* Is the counter "dead 
time/' 'ii is the number of p -particles registered bj  the 
counter, and K Is the number  of J3 -particles that rsaoh 
the sensitive -voluas© of the counter," we obtain 



JL 
i coefficient of the given counter» which characterizes the 
relation between the measured and actual number of 
ß  »particles within the volume under Investigation. 
Denoting the yield coefficient as y(H), we set 

im    H  -_3_ "*{!ri± g-f-'^m-ij  .  fS 

¥e know that the actual absorption curve departs 
appreciably from the exponential law.  It reaches Its 
maximum value not at R ~ © but at a certain definite 
value R* equal to £V0unter* 

K« ~ dm ~~ 4s + f0, 

where dTÜ is the maximua path length of a p    -particle 
(cm), <Iaj ^ is the equivalent thickness of the air laprr 

(em)j r is the radius of the counter's sensitive volume 

Com}«, 
The* value B=sRroun^er» the smallest R for which 

/? «particles no longer reach the sensitive voluuass we 
will call the radius of the counter volume«  If the dimen- 
sions of the radioactive cloud exceed the magnitude of 
the counter volume, then, obviously» the number of the 

J9 «particles registered no longer depends ön further 
increases in the sise of the- radioactive cloud, and is 
determined solely by the cloud concentrations *« i.e., 

the condition   -Jj- := ~J~ (1), is satisfied«, 

Hence, the concentration may be judged, from the 
number of ß  -particles registered. The quantity y(R) 
can be determined from the ratio of the ordinates of the 
actual absorption curve and the tangent to it» correspond«' 
ing to the ooini R + Rrt^„vi+,,^* 02% approximately, from 

Formula (9)* provider! that R is replaced by RCCMmter* 
and the second term in the exponent Is set equal to aero. 
In practice«, we will «determine y(R) by means of Formula 
(9}'j since obtaining the actual absorption curve for the 
4 rrf  count conditions Is beset with substantial difficul- 
ties. 

The activity in the counter volurae, 

[r^rfj^U.) (10) 
3,7-10* y* 

oan be determined from the known value of the yield 

0 



«».. ■> ■<i««IM..»l»^»^<wl«»i.ta»hM.»«M«»«w .*■«>■■ ' > -to 

coefficient y and the number n of ./>«-particles registeredJ 
where © is the yield of Jg -particles per dlslntagra- ] 
tion eyent» | 

The moan activity concentration in the counter   { 
volume can be determined from the expression (8): 

u'u- a^'h Ka+W     , {■*■■       ■   J i W) 

It .should 1?e noted that it Is possible to control 
the magnitude of th®  counter volume within the required 
'limits by the us® öf additional alaminixsa hoods» whose 
necessary thickness may be computed from the formulas 

p?® 
■  J?£I3 » (ml 

where C,, 1B the equivalent thickness of the air layer, 
and    1T 

d   js- 4 -is. 
(13)' 

where d^ is tfie thickness of th© aluminum hood. 

Ihis formula is obtained from the expression (8) under 
the. condition that 

*~*'*w'«+^ -0,0002,        04),'' 

I.e.-, thatfc.1 differs, from n|„  by approximate!j 
?* P^R counter l^00 

However» th© yield co-affielent decreases with I 
decreasing counter volume, and this leads to th® nee.es** j 
eity of increasing'eonsiderably tue activity concentration| 
of tli® radioactive cloud»      . I 

Let us now calculate the conditions for an ©xp@rl~ j 
sent determining the concentration distribution in a" j 
radioactive cloud, W© will determinet 

(a)'the necessary source strength of'the radio«» 
active cloud; ' ' ■ 

fb| the diiaeneions of the dangerous zone}' 
(c) the dimensions of the experirisrital zone. 

■ To-facilitate computation, let us introduce tlio 
following- concepts! 

1. The  maximum range of activity concentration 

■ ' ■   ^äe '     ..."      „<IS* 

where &w&x &a& ^m^rL ars the maximum'and aslnlamm volumetric 



 ^ „„.„„„„,„„„_ „,. ,,..„..,, „„.„„»j _,„»,.„,.„„i., _. _   ~ - '  

]  concentrations ia the counter volume»  that can be measured 
:  by the counter»     These quantities are determined hy aseans 
|  of formula   (11}  from the tfiaxisuns and minimusi values of the I 
j  counter capacity for a given instrumout* I 

2*   The dilution, coefficient 

B   «ST'****-*«? ' 
IM 

ivtii-Aml    ».nn   final where a. .,, „ and &**,..,..*,  are the initial and 

irolumetrdo activity consent rations« ■ 
Ttm  dilution coefficient Is selected in conformity 

with the given experiment* Here, in order to obtain 
reliable readies* a*. ,.-, should ba selected, in such & 
aanner than the corresponding counter capacity üff^al 

Is at least twice as large aa the background capacity 
^background* j 

Similar to quantities a„.„_. and a . , a ^„o1 ■     ! 

is calculated' t roia formula (It)* Obviously, the condition | 
i 

i I < M. 

should be satisfied* 
The source strength and. the dimensions of the 

dangerous zone and experimental »one can be rated by use 
of the corresponding Sutton formulas /'!,. 14/, These 

j formulas permit determination of I 
j      (a) the smoke cona©ntratlon from a continuous 
i point source. 

Q 
&Cfgg£.x*~*    '"    A       \'y 

(17; 

where q is ths concentration at the points x,  jSf  aä. 
Q is ths source strength, j, 
u Is the mean Telocity of the wind, 
Cy and os are the virtual diffusion coefficients» 

j and. Yi  is a dlraenslonless parameter aocou.nl.lug for the 
) stratification of ths atmosphere,» 
\ (b) the width of the cloud from a. continuous point 
| source, .  v_ 

3 (is) ] 

|      (c} the height of the cloud from,  a continuous point 
i or* linear- source. 

1 l 

i— 

(1&) 



In -planning the erperiseat, we Will proceed from 
the conditions for equilibrium stratification for which, 
according to P. I» Andreyev /l/> cw=c„. and ir~G. Here, 

wg. obtain the calculation oat™ 
line'ox*' the experiments oonsistiog of the following 

. d u o u* b * 

We determine the minimum distance of the raöiatipn 
counter from the source, at which the counter volume re« j 
mains within the limits of the cloud, from the formula   ; 

V   ....     "Cf ''-BiSB    -~—™—  ( 

'  .  «1ft 10>T «jf 

which is obtained from equation {18} by substituting 
R       ,*„... for- yA; counter *'0J 

(20) 

2*   rf© cüüijjuuö  tue aiüOsvuee 'hintl'tal 
the counter volusie IIQ :aay be  considered constant,  from 

ft 
"■US'« -~ ••";-- r *0 . {21} 

Formula (21§  Is obtained, fror« express Ion (17), under the 
condition that 

I.e., that the boundary concentration of the counter    j 
volume differs froa the axial concentration by 0.1.      j 

-3), te aetermine the maximum range of activity     ; 
concentration , K, froa formula (11) tor the maximum ash i 
minimum 'values of n« ; 

• 4» We calculate the source strength for the values 
^H+,»1I-.«(3 foJ5 -v, , , . ... am'! a, , j., ». as well &s the selected) c,,„, A^U •"ux •"Initial c """ "initial 
mea-n velocity'of tfcß wind., from equation (17) solved with | 
respect to ; 

y * mn   p~^\~;i *~2i ^/U*4**,'.<itej^/        (22) i 
K-i5.t„,„'f1,'i!:„Bx2 

5»  ¥e  determine the ultimate Dounhary of lite  g< 
If experiment from the formala 

•* K — •"-itat s / * '■ 1/ u* r-- 
vm 

#31 race the source is located on t-oe ground, &ae Täxue ior 
the concentration obtained for the same source strength is! 
twice /that for a source radiating spherically/. 



which la obtained from the I'-atio .of the axial eoncentra« 
cording to the expression (22) at the points 

liQTB g  we ß©X©ot> &-final WLiere  y~«a=o« 
X !. 0 JiK   £       i-J 

6e We determine the extent of the dangerous zone. 
The permissible concentrations of radiqaotiy© aerosols 
in workshops are to be found in the 55Ilandboofc on Radio« 
active Radiations and Protection'* /'?/„■    For settlements, 
these values should be reduced tenfold.     Substituting In 
emrasstor)   (23)  a     „_.* .,..,..     for a^,„„„^ 9  we obtain the i-i H- "final •j s* 

boundary of the dangerous zone?  sÄ„«„,n„.1.i.i. in the 
perffii&sxDie 

'^permissible 
direction of the wind* The extension of the dangerous 
zone  'n6iP'nendic-y.la-y to the wind ¥„,....«„.,.? .„<M ,-. may perpendicular to the wind yp0Hal3Sible 

ma? 

ined from the following Sutton formula /13/f 

deter*» 

2% ■9*to?»!T^;r T; ca 

where p is the value fop the axial concentration in percent* 

n=ü, aaci yo^ypermiasibl«/** j 
Obviously* the dimensions of these zones depend to j 

a great extent on the degree of turbulence ana. Kind j 
velocity| hence, it .should he mandatory to define accu» | 
rhtely the initial data prior to the experiment, parti- j 
eulaxiy in determining the boundary of th© dangerous soa.ej 

Ihe caleulatlon of th© neoeseary source strength. j 
and of the boundaries of th© dangerous aone say serve as i 
an ®x8Mpl®9    Suppose- w@ have a spherical counter with   j 
VB.ö.ins  r0~6< 

and a wall-»mal 

33 eas a wall thickness dKA,„+.^ =0,05 em 

-arial density J 
oo'iint.©!" 

=2.6 g/cm-7; then the thick- 
ness of the air layer whose"absorption capacity is equiva 
lent to that of the walls of the counter will equal 

Since for phosphorus-32 A equals 10,85* at n jD= 
1 pulse per second the minimum concentration of a raaio* 
active oloud measurable with a given counter's, according 
to Formula (11) will be ecmal to 

* 
mm • s,»»is§ * ? - * %m • *£M*®*M+w 

»t!a 

Whence, according to the diagram cited, above, we obtain 

<r: 



then 

wftenes 

JL- 

xmtn -=Tpn,|ar",,68*4A 
min 

**, X     '"**,„ ffiiri 
* 4,3 XlO-^A-ourie/ca3,  and M = 1,000, 

3*5 m/sec 

3V = <S_ 
4.Ä- 

1,3 

X 

9* 

Mmdpetfm*; I •- 100, 

■- 324,2 -VB» 3242 M, 
,-uii' 

i 
10G  \  3" 

2y^ 2 (in -ggrJ •   0,05 <3242 «737 M. 

„M]U     t, I? 

According to the tables,  &SUppi -  *<J 

JC™ « 324,2 ^SiT TC «MO *' 

öLirie/ca J 

y,oÄ^2 ln-gfr   '•   0,05.6940-2340 .«. 

For a counter with radius p=a cm,  a„ U 24x10* 
:0 

o " " ""* " sin 
>*•- curle/ojK-5» 

This makes It necessary to increase the souro© 
Btranerth approximately tenfold In order« that the activity- 
dilution ranpe L=100 which we measure be aaintalnöd, while 
this. In turn, expands the boundaries of the dangerous 
zone'up to xairopi - 11,411 m and yBUT)pl = 3*683 m» the 
dimensions of the test aoae being the same as for the 
jeounter with rQ  = 6*33 c:ss 
j     On 7 September 1956» an experiment on the scattering 
lof radioactive Impurities was conducted at the ioe-floe 
[station "Worth Pole," The diagram of. the experiment Is ■ 
| shown In Bis* t* ^® radioactive cloud was obtained by 
Iburolng 0,59 g phoaphorus-32 with a total activity of 1.4 
i J*-  curie* Hie burning of the phosphorus lasted 30 eeoj 
hence the source strength Q was approximately equal to 
0* 047 >*-curie/see. The mean velocity of the wind was 
•K C *. /pat *i H Pi / «*»ft The measurement results ar© presented on tb.e 

11 



Fig.   1,  'Diagram of esparineat on'the seat« 
terlng of radioactive Impurities at the 

-   "forth Pol® 4W station» 

chart. (Fig.  2') ■ whose recording speed was 6 s»/g©e« 
"'     9 

/*\ A A 

Big.. 2»    S&taple of the recording of radiation 
Intensity from a radioactive impurity oloud» 
(1) Radiation meter So 4;   {2} radiation meter 

In the present experiment SfS-8 cylindrical counters 
fwere used.«  for lack of ßphsrical- oonatere»    This should 
bot have essentially affeeted the a©asurs!&©nt results» 
provided that th© condition^ required by illation (t)» 
1*0«j Vfcloud^ voounter» wer@ satisfied.    Hence, the oal« 
P'sl&tion for the cylindrical counters was mad©' using th& 
|forgrola® for a sptieriöal oou&ter with a sensitive voitas© 
jsqual to that of a cylindrical eount§r„    For an Sf S»-S 
[tube» whose sensitive volume v~3^ CEI-*'* the radius of an 
equivalent spherical counter Is rö-iomä 

Since our possibilities wer-e limited by th® dimen- 
sions of til© id© flo® and th© direction of the wind,  the 
radiation meters Kos« 3 and 4 wer« considerably closer to 
the  source of the radioactive cloud than was required tej 
fclie above calculation«,    The distaneea of the radiation 
iieters 3 and 4 fz-om the source of the radioactive eloud 
ff?ere s^^tiai = '*•*> ffi &aä x£inal = 5^*5 mv respectively 
(Fig.-1). 

She activity concentrations caloul^ed^t^jtbejgoints 

12 



 ^-^^-~---~-~-~-~-m. „.^Ju-™^—_~—» ~~~-^^~~~~- ■ 

-"initial = 1^ ffi* x£lnal = 36.5 »» for ss « 0,5i and a 
source strength of Q = 0,047/4- eurie/see, were ^initial 
l= 1.1 X icrö  curie/cm5 ami afina'l * 0.25 X 10"*8 A-curie/ 
«la^, re-spsotlvely, while the lateral dlmenBlons of the 
Cloud for the given »initial snd ^ultimate TOr« ^initial 

=2»98 and £Tu;itiBiat® ~ ^»89 m» respectively, 
Suöfc concentrations of a radloaetiv« oloud are 

(readily accessible,'to measurement by means of radiation 
metera*, provided that the lateral dimensions of the cloud 
for the given yinltlal and yultlmate exceed the r&diue of 

the counter.volume, Heouater. However, In the present 
case R     ^^^   ~.  5.13 a> so that the readings of the 
radiation meiere coula not correspond to the actual values |. 
of. the mean concentration at the points under Investigation]; 

Nevertheless, the ©roerlment carried out at the 
"Korth. Pole 4" station to determine in principle whether 
It is possible to measure the concentration of radioactive 
Impurities and "the calculations dl soused above«, revealed 
the. following %  ■     ... 

1. At a minimum souroe strength of Q = a*047 
^ eurle/sec, the radiation from a radioactive oloud can 

ty can. be measured provided that condition (1) Is satis- 
fied* 

2* If we know the law of th© distribution of con- 
ioentratlon iß t&e eouater volumet it. is possible to obtain 
fan obJeotiT© .concentration characteristic, also in the zone 
Iform xfflin to s:irj3tial

? tllls would ®se«»t:la.llj permit a 

iaecree.se In ths necessary eouree 'strength and, eons©* 
quentlyv in the dangerous zone of ths ©sperlment. 

3, Whan the experiment is set up correctly» and its 
preliminary and final conditions are calculated, the con- 
jcentration measurements thazaseives &r© rather simple and 
reliable. 
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